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Abstract: Clouds constitute a major obstacle to the application of optical remote-sensing images as
they destroy the continuity of the ground information in the images and reduce their utilization
rate. Therefore, cloud detection has become an important preprocessing step for optical remote-
sensing image applications. Due to the fact that the features of clouds in current cloud-detection
methods are mostly manually interpreted and the information in remote-sensing images is complex,
the accuracy and generalization of current cloud-detection methods are unsatisfactory. As cloud
detection aims to extract cloud regions from the background, it can be regarded as a semantic
segmentation problem. A cloud-detection method based on deep convolutional neural networks
(DCNN)—that is, a spatial folding–unfolding remote-sensing network (SFRS-Net)—is introduced in
the paper, and the reason for the inaccuracy of DCNN during cloud region segmentation and the
concept of space folding/unfolding is presented. The backbone network of the proposed method
adopts an encoder–decoder structure, in which the pooling operation in the encoder is replaced
by a folding operation, and the upsampling operation in the decoder is replaced by an unfolding
operation. As a result, the accuracy of cloud detection is improved, while the generalization is
guaranteed. In the experiment, the multispectral data of the GaoFen-1 (GF-1) satellite is collected to
form a dataset, and the overall accuracy (OA) of this method reaches 96.98%, which is a satisfactory
result. This study aims to develop a method that is suitable for cloud detection and can complement
other cloud-detection methods, providing a reference for researchers interested in cloud detection of
remote-sensing images.

Keywords: remote-sensing images; cloud detection; folding; unfolding; convolutional neural net-
works; GF-1

1. Introduction

With the rapid development of satellite remote-sensing technology, satellite remote-
sensing images are playing an increasingly important role in the production and life of
today’s society. Fields such as industry, agriculture, and the service industry cannot develop
well without the support of satellite remote-sensing data [1–5]. However, according to the
International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project flux data (ISCCP-FD), the global annual
average cloud cover is estimated to be approximately 66% [6,7]. As the cloud obscures the
ground information, a large amount of invalid data in remote-sensing images is produced,
occupying too much storage space and transmission bandwidth. Besides this, cloud also
has a huge impact on applications in the fields of earth resource exploration, natural disaster
forecasting, and environmental pollution detection [8–11]. Although accurate cloud masks
can be created by manual interpretation, the massive amount of remote-sensing data is
obviously not suitable for this time-consuming manual operation. Therefore, accurate
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automatic cloud detection has become one of the problems that must be solved in the
application of remote-sensing data.

As early as 1983, cloud-detection technology became an important part of the World
Climate Research Program (WCRP) [12]. After long-term development, a series of research
results regarding cloud-detection technology have been achieved. However, the complex
information in remote-sensing images brings substantial challenges to cloud-detection
technology and its generalization. Besides this, there are still unresolved problems in areas
such as change detection, map making, and ground target recognition that require accurate
cloud detection. According to the number of input images, cloud-detection methods can
be divided into single-date methods and multitemporal methods [13,14]. Adding the
feature of time, multitemporal cloud-detection methods identify the cloud by comparing
the cloudy image with the clear-sky reference image, sharing relatively high detection
accuracy. However, compared with single-date cloud-detection methods, multitemporal
cloud-detection methods are more complicated to operate as they require clear sky reference
images or high-density time series data, thus probably causing problems in monitoring
land changes. This study mainly discusses the single-date cloud-detection method.

Generally speaking, for optical remote-sensing images, single-date cloud-detection
methods mainly include physical methods using spectral reflectance characteristics, texture
statistics methods, and machine-learning methods [15]. Specifically, the cloud-detection
method using spectral reflection characteristics mainly focuses on the threshold to dis-
tinguish cloud and ground by the differences in the spectral reflection characteristics of
cloud and ground. The texture statistics method generally determines the type of texture
through the pattern and spatial distribution of the texture, to classify cloud and ground.
The machine-learning method introduces technologies that can automatically learn features
to realize the classifications of cloud and ground, of which the most representative type is
deep learning (DL) technology [16–18].

As the spectral reflectance characteristics of the cloud and ground are different, the
threshold methods such as the dual-spectral threshold method [19], multispectral threshold
method [20], and dynamic threshold method [21,22], set the thresholds according to the
differences in reflectivity, brightness, and temperature shown by cloud and ground in each
band to achieve cloud detection. In 1977, Raynolds and Haar proposed a dual-spectral
threshold detection method that mainly uses the visible band and infrared band for cloud
detection [23]. Subsequently, the advanced very-high-resolution radar (AVHRR) sensor,
which can acquire multiband remote-sensing data, was developed. In 1987, Saunders used
a series of physical thresholds to process AVHRR sensor data for cloud detection [24]. Later,
multiple bands of Landsat7 enhanced thematic mapper (ETM+) were used by automatic
cloud coverage assessment (ACCA). Through the combination of the information of dif-
ferent bands, cloud mask products were obtained by using multiple thresholds [25,26].
The subsequent function of mask (Fmask) algorithm covered almost all the available band
information in the Landsat series and Sentinel-2 satellite remote-sensing images. The
Fmask algorithm is considered to be an upgrade version of ACCA [27–29]. The threshold
method is easy to implement and relatively mature, yet it has some limitations in practical
applications. First of all, the threshold is highly related to the data and the equipment that
collects the data. The threshold method often fails when the collected images vary with the
state of the equipment. Secondly, the threshold method is highly sensitive to the noise in
the data, easily leading to false detection results. Finally, when the underlying surfaces are
deserts, coastlines, snow, and ice that have similar reflectivity as clouds, detection errors
will occur. Therefore, although the threshold method is simple and easy to implement, its
detection accuracy and generalization cannot satisfy most accurate cloud-detection tasks.

As the resolution of remote-sensing images increases, the texture and spatial charac-
teristics of remote-sensing images play an increasingly important role in cloud detection.
The spatial information between pixels expresses the structural attributes and element
relevance of the surface of an object, thus it is in line with the macroscopic observation
results of human vision [30]. In 1988, Welch et al. developed features such as energy,
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entropy, contrast, and correlation from the gray-level co-occurrence matrix to express the
texture characteristics of remote-sensing images [31]. In 2019, Pingfang Tian proposed a
remote-sensing image cloud-detection method based on the variance of the fractal dimen-
sion [32]. Yihua Tan et al. employed a maximum response (MR) filter to extract the texture
features of clouds in different directions and at different scales, obtaining eight-dimensional
feature vectors [33]. Although the method extracts a large number of cloud texture features,
it is time-consuming because of the large amount of calculation. Wavelet transform realizes
the expression of texture features under multiscale conditions and improves the accuracy of
cloud detection [34], yet the texture method also features large calculation, long time, and
low efficiency. Moreover, texture features are mainly designed manually, and the selection
of texture often depends on expert knowledge. The texture threshold requires repeated
iterative tests, leading to high cost. Although these methods have made some progress,
most of them are not adaptable enough. Excessive use of prior knowledge often leads to
poor generalization in complex scenarios.

To avoid manual design and improve the generalization of cloud-detection algorithms,
machine-learning techniques that can automatically learn features are applied to cloud-
detection tasks [35,36], including clustering [37,38], artificial neural networks (ANN) [39,40],
random forest (RF) [41,42], support vector machine (SVM) [43–45], DL [46–51], and the
like. As computer hardware proceeds, cloud-detection algorithms based on DCNN have
gradually become a research hotspot. In recent years, various DCNN have been developed
by computer vision researchers. The first few layers of DCNN can extract local features,
and the deep layers can extract large-area features, indicating that DCNN can automatically
extract corresponding features at multiple levels. Compared with artificially extracted
shallow features, DCNN shares better feature expression capability. Based on the U-
Net structure, Jeppesen et al. presented the remote-sensing network (RS-Net) for cloud
detection in remote-sensing images in 2019. [52]. The multiscale convolutional feature
fusion (MSCFF) cloud-detection method, which integrates multiscale information into
convolutional features, was proposed by Zhiwei Li et al. [53]. Though the DL method can
automatically extract features through self-learning and minimize human intervention,
its detection of the edge of complex cloud areas is not precise as pooling operations are
inevitably implemented for multiple times in DL frameworks, as a result of diversified
shapes and sizes of clouds. Therefore, for some tasks requiring high cloud-detection
accuracy, the accuracy of cloud-detection technology based on DL needs to be improved.

The information in remote-sensing images is complex and the amount is huge. Various
types of cloud, mountains, desert, cities, rivers, and other ground features often appear in
the same remote-sensing image, posing challenges to the robustness and generalization
ability of cloud-detection algorithms. The features in the threshold method and texture
statistics method are designed manually, and then appropriate threshold ranges and
texture combination categories are summarized through continuous experimental iterations.
Therefore, the generalization ability of the threshold method and the texture statistics
method is insufficient. In addition, the threshold method relies too much on the spectral
information; for example, the ACCA algorithm suitable for AVHRR payload cannot be
applied to satellites with only four spectral bands such as GF-1, GaoFen-2 (GF-2), and
ZiYuan3-02 (ZY3-02). The texture statistical method requires a huge amount of calculation,
and it is costly to obtain a suitable texture feature combination. In comparison, DL methods
have excellent feature self-acquisition capabilities, and are well adaptable to remote-sensing
images from various complex scenes. Moreover, the convolutional neural networks (CNN)
solve the problem of excessive parameters, thus the DL technology based on CNN is
suitable for cloud-detection tasks. However, the pooling layer used to extract high-level
features in the DL framework blurs the details of the feature map, which is disadvantageous
for accurate cloud-detection tasks. To apply DL to precise cloud-detection tasks, SFRS-Net
is proposed, in which the traditional pooling layer is replaced by space folding, extracting
high-level features while retaining as many details as possible.
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As an earth-observation satellite featuring high spatial resolution, multispectrum and
wide coverage, the GF-1 satellite is mainly adopted in the fields of resource survey, moni-
toring, supervision, emergency response, environmental protection, agriculture, forestry,
marine, and the surveying and mapping industries. Its wide coverage ensures its coverage
of more types of ground and cloud, and its high spatial resolution ensures its offering of
more image details, providing convenience for cloud-detection research. Furthermore,
its mission determines that accurate cloud detection is an essential data-processing step.
Therefore, the optical remote-sensing images of the GF-1 satellite are selected in this study.

The rest of this paper is arranged as follows: The proposed methodology for cloud
detection is explained in Section 2. The experimental results of the proposed method are
presented in Section 3. Section 4 discusses the advantages, limitations, and applicability of
the proposed method. Section 5 presents the conclusions and the direction of future work.

2. Methods

The SFRS-Net proposed in this study is a semantic segmentation network based
on the encoder–decoder structure, as shown in Figure 1. The left/right part, called en-
coder/decoder, consists of a series of layers. The nodes in each layer are organized as three
dimensions corresponding to the rows, columns, and channels of the feature map. The bot-
tom layers on the left and right represent the input and output images, respectively, while
the middle layers represent a series of middle feature maps. Before the final segmentation
result is output, the input image undergoes a series of operations such as convolution,
folding, and unfolding, from left to right. In the encoding part, the traditional pooling
layers are replaced by folding layers; in the decoding part, the traditional upsampling
layers are replaced by unfolding layers. The function of folding/unfolding is to retain as
many details as possible during sampling/upsampling, so as to make the segmentation
result more refined. The feature map in the encoder is directly transferred to the feature
map of the corresponding size in the decoder through concatenation.

Figure 1. The flowchart of the proposed method.
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2.1. The SFRS-Net Architecture

In addition to the application of traditional technology, the SFRS-Net adopts a folding–
unfolding operation.

2.1.1. Traditional Layers

As the most important part of DCNN, the convolutional layer is mainly used for
feature extraction and fusion. It is assumed that X and W are the input feature map and
convolutional kernel of the convolutional layer, the size of X is M × N × C (M, N, C are the
height, width, and number of channels), and the size of W is m × n × C (m, n, and C are
the height, width, and number of channels of the convolutional kernel). Wk and Bk are the
k-th convolutional kernel and bias, and the output of the k-th feature map can be calculated
by Equation (1):

yk,i,j =
C−1

∑
d=0

m−1

∑
u=0

n−1

∑
v=0

Wk,d,u,v · xd,i+u,j+v + Bk (1)

where the range of i is [0, M-m], and the range of j is [0, N-n].
The convolutional kernel is actually a weight matrix, which represents a way of dealing

with the relationship between a pixel and its neighboring pixels. Generally speaking, the
size of the convolutional kernel is proportional to the amount of calculation. When the
convolutional kernel is large, the amount of calculation tends to increase greatly. At present,
the most frequently used size of convolutional kernel is 3 × 3. The convolutional kernel
could realize cross-channel interaction and information integration in multichannel neural
networks, and easily increase/decrease the number of channels.

After the convolution operation, the size of the feature map output is inconsistent with
that of the input one. The height and width of the output feature map of each convolutional
layer is kept the same as the input one by filling zeros on the image boundary before the
convolution operation.

According to Equation (1), the operation in the convolutional layer is linear. For the
network to learn the characteristics of the image better, a nonlinear operation is introduced—
that is, an activation function layer is added behind the convolutional layer; otherwise,
no matter how many layers of the CNN has, the output is merely a linear combination
of the inputs, limiting the approximation ability of the network. Therefore, the activation
function layer is added to intensify the deep neural networks for better completion of
cloud-detection tasks. The rectified linear unit (Relu) function is used as the activation
function here, as shown in Equation (2).

f (x) = max(x, 0) (2)

Compared with other functions, Relu features fast convergence as it only needs one
threshold to obtain the activation value, dispensing with complicated calculations.

A batch normalization (BN) operation can readjust the response of the previous layer,
as shown in Equations (3)–(6). A BN operation has two advantages. First, it can be used to
adjust the network to reduce overfitting, which is especially important when the dataset is
small. Secondly, it helps to increase the training speed, because the gradient is rescaled at
each layer during back propagation.

µ =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

xi (3)

σ2 =
1
m

m

∑
i=1

(xi − µ)2 (4)

x̂i =
xi − µ√
σ2 + τ

(5)

yi = x̂i · γ + β (6)
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where m is the number of pixels in the batch, µ the mean value of all the pixels, σ the
variance of all the pixels, τ a constant, x̂i the normalized pixel value, and yi the pixel value
after transformation and reconstruction.

The direct function of dropout is to reduce the number of intermediate features,
thereby reducing feature redundancy and increasing the orthogonality among features in
each layer. Dropout is applied in the hidden layer. For a certain layer L, if dropout with
probability p is applied, the neurons of this layer will be “dropped” with probability p
during network training/testing, and the “dropped” neurons are no longer considered in
the calculation of the weight matrix. A dropout operation could prevent the network from
relying too much on a certain mode.

The loss function is adopted to estimate the degree of difference between the predicted
value and the actual value. In DCNN, the loss function plays a vital role. The smaller
the value of the loss function, the better the network performs. By minimizing the loss
function, the model can reach a state of convergence, reducing the error of the model’s
predicted value. In this study, the loss function is a measure of the degree of fitting between
the segmentation result and the ground truth.

Loss function could be defined by several ways, such as mean square error, maximum
likelihood estimation, maximum posterior probability, and cross-entropy loss function.
Since the pixels in the image are divided into cloud pixels and noncloud pixels, a binary
cross-entropy loss function is used, as shown in Equation (7).

Loss = −(p× log( p̂) + (1− p)× log(1− p̂)) (7)

where, p is the pixel label (if the pixel is a cloud pixel, the value is 1; otherwise, the value is
0), and p̂ the probability that the pixel is predicted to be cloud.

2.1.2. Folding Layer and Unfolding Layer

The pooling layer mainly used for downsampling is replaced by the folding layer in
this study. Through continuous pooling, substantial characteristics could be acquired by
the convolution operation. However, information missing is inevitable during the sampling
process, and the discarded information often determines the details of image segmentation.
In most cloud-detection tasks, the edge of the cloud needs to be accurately segmented, but
the pooling layer brings an obstacle. Therefore, the pooling layer is replaced by the folding
layer in this study to ensure that the overall characteristics are obtained without loss of
local details.

In this study, a one-layer feature map is split into a four-layer one according to certain
rules, then the new feature map becomes half of the previous one in width and height,
yet it has four layers in the vertical space. It should be noted that the images in this study
are not divided into four quadrants (each quadrant is distributed on a different layer) as
artificial destruction is not allowed in the DCNN training process. The folding method is
shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Schematic of folding.
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In Figure 2, A1, B1, C1, and D1 are extracted to form the first layer; A2, B2, C2, and
D2 the second layer; A3, B3, C3, and D3 the third layer; and A4, B4, C4, and D4 the fourth
layer. In this way, the feature mapping is transformed into four layers. Adjacent pixels are
assigned to layers in different spaces according to the rule, which is equivalent to spatially
folding adjacent pixels. Since detailed information is not discarded as the pooling layer
does, through continuous folding, we can obtain the overall characteristics during the
training process while retaining the detailed information to the greatest extent.

In order to explain the folding process more generally, the coordinates of a point in
the L-th feature map are assumed to be (x, y), where x is the number of rows and y is the
number of columns. After the folding operation, the new layer number L̂ of the point and
the coordinates (x̂, ŷ) can be calculated by Equations (8)–(10).

x̂ = bx/2c (8)

ŷ = by/2c (9)

L̂ =


4× L , i f x mod 2 = 0 and y mod 2 = 0

4× L + 1, i f x mod 2 = 0 and y mod 2 = 1
4× L + 2, i f x mod 2 = 1 and y mod 2 = 0
4× L + 3, i f x mod 2 = 1 and y mod 2 = 1

(10)

Analysis and extraction of feature information is completed in the encoding stage. In
the decoding stage, the parsed information needs to be mapped to specific pixels. Since the
traditional upsampling method predicts the pixel value to be added through calculation,
the multilayer upsampling operation cannot meet the accuracy requirements. Therefore,
the traditional upsampling method is replaced by the unfolding layer to retain information,
which is to be recovered gradually through the unfolding layer, increasing image detail
information. The unfolding layer corresponding to the folding layer is used in the decoding
stage, and the folding layer is used in the encoding stage. Unfolding is the reverse operation
of folding, as presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. Schematic of unfolding.

In Figure 3, A1, B1, C1, and D1 are extracted from the first layer; A2, B2, C2, and
D2 from the second layer; A3, B3, C3, and D3 the third layer; and A4, B4, C4, and D4 the
fourth layer. Reverse operation (unfolding) against folding is then carried out to restore
the four-layer feature map to a one-layer feature map.

In order to explain the unfolding process more generally, the coordinates of a point in
the L-th feature map are assumed to be (x, y), where x is the number of rows and y is the
number of columns. After the unfolding operation, the new layer number L̂ of the point
and the coordinates (x̂, ŷ) can be calculated by Equations (11)–(13).

L̂ = bL/4c (11)
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x̂ =

{
2× x , i f L mod 4 = 0 or L mod 4 = 1

2× x + 1, i f L mod 4 = 2 or L mod 4 = 3
(12)

ŷ =

{
2× y , i f L mod 4 = 0 or L mod 4 = 2

2× y + 1, i f L mod 4 = 1 or L mod 4 = 3
(13)

2.2. Data Preprocessing

Since the image is calculated layer by layer in the DCNN, the storage space occupied
by DCNN increases sharply when input image increases. As the remote-sensing image
is usually large in size (the multispectral image of GF-1 has a width of 4548 pixels and a
height of 4503 pixels), it is almost impossible to process a whole remote-sensing image
at a time on a device with limited graphics processing memory. The fully convolutional
networks (FCN) [16] technology used in the proposed method does not limit the size
of the image. Therefore, to maintain a low memory consumption during training, each
remote-sensing image (including its corresponding ground truth) was divided into a series
of small nonoverlapping images, with the size of 512 × 512. The resolution of the GF-1
multispectral image is 8 m. The observation area of a 512 × 512 image is 1,677,216 square
meters, containing most of the ground features. As a 1024 × 1024 image is too large for our
device memory, and a 256 × 256 image has such a limited observation area that certain
mountainous terrain features cannot be included in one image, the 512 × 512 image was
finally selected. These images were divided into three sets: the training set, the validation
set, and the test set. Totals of 70%, 10%, and 20%, respectively, of the images were randomly
grouped into the three sets, as shown in Table 1. According to literature [54], the ratio
of images used for training and testing is 4 : 1. The validation set is used for parameter
adjustment during training. According to the literature [47], the size of the validation set
should be 1/10 of the whole dataset. Therefore, the percentages were set as 70%, 10%, and
20%, respectively. The training set was used to train DCNN, the validation set was used
for parameter adjustment, and the test set was only adopted for the final evaluation.

Table 1. Training, evaluation, and test set statistics.

Image (512 × 512)

Training Validation Test

Amount 7441 1063 2126
Percentage 70% 10% 20%

2.3. Implementation and Training

During implementation and training, the remote-sensing data is enlarged by rotating
the images (including the ground truth) 90◦, 180◦, and 270◦ clockwise and flipping the
resulting images up and down. Because these processed images are treated as new images
by the model, the dataset was expanded by eight times. Finally, the data-set was divided
into the training set, validation set, and test set. To obtain a robust model that is not
sensitive to feature types, at least one representative sample of each feature type should be
included in the training and verification process. Although images of any size could be
input, fixed-size images are finally selected for simplicity.

The structure of the proposed network is the encoder–decoder structure. The shallow
coding layer extracts detailed local features, and as the coding layer deepens, the overall
characteristics can be acquired. Narrowing the length and width of the feature map, the
folding layer acts as a downsampler. The decoder reconstructs the feature map through
the unfolding layer that acts as an upsampler. The convolutional layer in the decoder is
frequently used to recover detailed semantic features. Equal-sized feature mappings in
the encoder and decoder are connected by concatenation, adding more spatial details in
the reconstructed feature map generated in the decoder. The closer a feature map is to the
output layer, the higher the level of semantic features it contains. These semantic features
are often critical and tend to contribute substantially to the output of the network.
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In the study, Tensorflow 1.12.0 and the Keras API python package were used for
network training by the method of stochastic gradient descent (SGD). The learning rate
decay strategy was set to be “cosine annealing”. The maximum learning rate was 0.1 and
the minimum learning rate was 0. The momentum parameter was set as 0.9, the size of
training batch 4, and the number of training iterations 1000. An Adam optimizer with
default parameter settings was employed. The network training was supported by NVIDIA
GeForce RTX 1080Ti.

3. Results
3.1. Dataset

In the process of selecting data, the possible impacts of the varieties of geographical
location and climate environment on the algorithm should be considered, thus the images
selected should be diversified. This study adopts the multispectral data of the GF-1 satellite.
Collected from http://www.cresda.com/ (accessed on 1 July 2020), the data in this study
is composed of four bands, and the resolution is 8 m. The data characteristics are shown
in Table 2. The dataset contains 10,630 GF-1 images, with a size of 512 × 512. Among
them, the training set contains 7441 images, the verification set 1063, and the test set 2126.
These images were shot from May 2019 to March 2020. To establish the dataset, we first
transformed the GF-1 images into true RGB 24-bit color images, which were then classified
into different types of terrain [1,55], such as city, mountain, water, ice, desert, vegetation,
and comprehensive terrain. City images include 1595 scenes, mountain images 1062 scenes,
water images 1063 scenes, ice images 1065 scenes, desert images 1060 scenes, vegetation
images 2126 scenes, and comprehensive terrain images 2658 scenes. In each case, 70% of
the images constitute the training set, 10% the validation set, and 20% the test set. The
training set, validation set, and test set contain multiple terrains to maximize the diversity.
Each piece of scene data in the dataset is equipped with a corresponding artificially labeled
ground truth. The original images were transformed into true RGB 24-bit color images,
which were then labeled as cloud and ground by the Adobe Photoshop software. The true
RGB images were used for visual inspection. The ground truths were manually checked by
five operators, who would vote for determination of controversial areas. The results were
decided by the majority vote. The ground truths were evaluated by five other analysts.
The margin of error was 6.3% compared with the previous results. Figure 4 shows the
difference of the ground truth manually labeled by different operators.

Table 2. Technical indicators of the GF-1 satellite payload.

Spectral Band No. Spectral Name Spectral Range (µm) Spatial Resolution (m)

Band1 Blue 0.45–0.52 8
Band2 Green 0.52–0.59 8
Band3 Red 0.63–0.69 8
Band4 Near Infrared(NIR) 0.77–0.89 8

Figure 4. Ground truth labeled by different operators. (a) The original RGB image; (b) the ground
truth labeled by operator I; (c) the ground truth labeled by operator II. The coordinates of (a) are
117.0E and 38.9N.

http://www.cresda.com/
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3.2. Evaluation Criteria

Such commonly used benchmark metrics as precision, recall, false positive rate (FPR),
and OA are used to evaluate the performance of cloud-detection algorithms. The four types
of test results are defined as: (1) The number of pixels that are correctly detected as cloud:
True Positive (TP); (2) The number of pixels that are correctly detected as ground: True
Negative (TN); (3) The number of pixels that are incorrectly detected as cloud: False Posi-
tive (FP); and (4) False Negative (FN): the number of pixels that falsely detect the cloud as
ground. According to the four types of detection results, the metrics for evaluating the per-
formance of cloud-detection algorithms can be obtained, as shown in Equations (14)–(17),
and the hybrid matrix is shown in Figure 5:

Precision = TP/(TP + FP) (14)

Recall = TP/(TP + FN) (15)

FPR = FP/(TN + FP) (16)

OA = (TP + TN)/(TP + TN + FP + FN) (17)

Figure 5. Confusion matrix and evaluation metrics.

3.3. Validity of the Folding–Unfolding Method

Figure 6 presents the comparison results of folding/unfolding operations, and pooling
and traditional upsampling methods. Image (a) is the original image, (b) the cloud-
detection result by the method of max-pooling and upsampling, and (c) the cloud-detection
result by the method of folding/unfolding operations. Through comparison, it can be
observed that the detection results of folding/unfolding operations are more detailed on
the cloud edge than those of the max-pooling and upsampling methods, and the irregular
lines of the cloud edge are better presented. The results uncover that folding–unfolding
operations could retain more image information, thus scoring high accuracy in cloud
detection. Table 3 shows the statistical cloud-detection results of the folding–unfolding
method and the pooling operation on the test set. It can be seen from Table 3 that the
folding–unfolding method scores better in detection results.

Figure 6. Folding–unfolding and max-pooling results. (a) The original RGB image; (b) the max-
pooling result; (c) the folding–unfolding result. The coordinates of (a) are 107.2E and 24.7N.
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Table 3. Assessment of the detection results by folding–unfolding and pooling on the test set.

Precision% Recall% FPR% OA%

Pooling 96.74 95.80 3.95 95.91
Folding–unfolding 97.17 97.35 3.47 96.98

3.4. Comparative Experiment of Different Bands

The influence of different bands and band combinations on cloud-detection results
was analyzed. In Figure 7, (a) represents the original RGB image (with cloud regions of
complex edges and random shapes), (b) the cloud-detection result in the B band, (c) the
cloud-detection result in the G band, (d) the cloud-detection result in the R band, (e) the
cloud-detection result in the NIR band, (f) the RGB cloud-detection result, and (g) the
visible and near-infrared (VNIR) cloud-detection result. As shown in the red ellipse in
Figure 7, the R band, the G band, the B band, and NIR band show that this is a cloud area,
while RGB bands and VNIR bands show that this is a noncloud area. According to the
original image, the area in the red ellipse is actually a noncloud area. Besides this, the area
in the yellow ellipse is labeled as a noncloud area by the R band, while the G-band and B
band, NIR band, RGB bands, and VNIR bands show otherwise. According to the original
image, it is identified that the area in the yellow ellipse is a cloud area. Although the cloud
region can be correctly detected on both RGB and VNIR images, the VNIR image records
the optimal cloud-detection results, which can also be verified by Table 4 (the VNIR image
records the highest value of OA). It can be seen visually that the cloud-detection results of
multiband images are better than those of single-band images, revealing the importance of
band information for cloud detection. The statistical results are shown in Table 4, and the
precision–recall (PR) curve and the receiver operator characteristic (ROC) curve in Figure 8.
In Table 4, B denotes the blue band, G the green band, R the red band, NIR the NIR band,
RGB the true color image, and VNIR the VNIR bands.

Figure 7. The detection results under different bands. (a) The original RGB image; (b) detection
result of the B band; (c) detection result of the G band; (d) detection result of the R band; (e) detection
result of the NIR band; (f) detection result of the RGB bands; (g) detection result of the VNIR bands.
The coordinates of (a) are 109.0E and 34.4N.

Table 4. Assessment of the detection results under different bands on the test set.

B G R NIR RGB VNIR

Precision% 94.38 93.80 95.79 94.17 97.13 97.17
Recall% 92.84 93.15 91.80 92.63 97.29 97.35
FPR% 6.76 7.52 4.93 7.01 3.51 3.47
OA% 93.02 92.85 93.27 92.79 96.93 96.98
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Figure 8. Comparison curves of different bands. (a) PR curve; (b) ROC curve.

In Table 4, the precision value of the VNIR bands are the highest, indicating that the
real cloud pixels in the VNIR bands account for the highest proportion of the detected
cloud pixels. The recall value of VNIR bands is the highest, indicating that the cloud pixels
detected correctly in VNIR bands account for the highest proportion in the real cloud pixels.
The FPR value of the VNIR bands is the lowest, indicating that the pixel of the ground
judged as cloud is the least on the VNIR bands. The OA value of VNIR bands is the highest,
indicating that all correctly detected pixels account for the highest proportion in the total
pixel. In Table 4, the higher the values of recall, precision, and OA, the better the detection
results; the smaller the value of FPR, the fewer the commission errors. In the PR curve in
Figure 8, the closer the curve is to the upper right, the higher the detection accuracy of the
cloud area; in the ROC curve, the closer the curve is to the upper left, the more the cloud is
detected, the less the commission errors, and the higher the detection accuracy.

The cloud-detection results of the VNIR image are shown in Figure 9. The original
images and the detection results are placed side by side, and the details are marked in the
same positions of the two images. Figure 9a shows the cloud-detection results of vegetation,
cities, ice, and snow, (b) water and bare land, and (c) villages, crops, and a large number of
translucent clouds. It can be identified from the detailed images that (a) and (b) contain
high reflectivity features, and the boundary between the cloud and the ground in (c) is
obscure as some ground objects are blurred by the cloud, reducing the observation value.
It can be seen from the details in Figure 9 and Table 4 that the proposed method shows a
favorable cloud-detection effect.

A total of 500 GF-1 images from other time periods (July 2020 to September 2020) were
collected. The cloud-detection results of the data collected during other time periods by the
proposed method in Table 5 indicate that the images collected during other time periods
can also be effectively detected by the proposed method.

Table 5. Assessment of the detection results under additional images.

Precision% Recall% FPR% OA%

Additional image 97.05 97.08 3.61 96.77
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Figure 9. The cloud-detection results under different scenes. (a) The original image and the detection
result of Scene I; (b) the original image and the detection result of Scene II; (c) the original image and
the detection result of Scene III. The coordinates of (a) are 107.7E and 28.5N, (b) 89.6E and 32.8N,
(c) 117.0E and 38.9N.

3.5. Comparative Experiment of Different Methods

The detection performance of the proposed method, the spectral threshold method
and Deeplab-V3+ is compared using the same dataset on the same hardware platform.
This study mainly compares the cloud masks generated by the three methods (Figure 10).

In Figure 10, the first column is the original image, the second column the ground
truth, the third column the detection result of the spectral threshold method, the fourth
column the detection result of the Deeplab-V3+, and the fifth column the detection result
of the proposed method. It can be identified that the cloud edges in the detection results of
the spectral threshold method are the most complex and sharp among the counterparts,
followed by the detection results of the proposed method, and finally the detection results
of Deeplab-V3+. However, the false-detection phenomenon appears in cities and icy
areas by the spectral threshold method, while commission errors are well-controlled by
the proposed method and Deeplab-V3+. When the cloud is relatively thin, the ground
spectrum will be mixed with the cloud spectrum, causing omission errors by the spectral
threshold method. The scenes in Figure 10 were selected from the test set. The types of
terrain described above are included in Figure 10. The first row presents desert and water,
the second vegetation, the third city, and the fourth mountain and ice. The scenes shown in
Figure 10 represent the types of terrain in the test set. The results of different methods on
the test set are displayed in Table 6.

Most of the cloud in the remote-sensing images can be detected by the three methods.
However, it can be seen from the detection results that the proposed method ranks top
among the three in terms of commission errors and omission errors. Displaying the
detection results of these methods in the local details, the detailed local images uncover
that the proposed method is the least vulnerable to commission errors and omission errors
compared with the other methods, corresponding well to the actual ground truth.
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Figure 10. Comparison of the cloud-detection performance by different methods. (a) The original RGB image; (b) the
ground truth; (c) the result of the spectral threshold method; (d) the result of DeepLab-V3+; (e) the result of the proposed
method. The coordinates of the first row are 89.3E and 31.4N, the second row 117.0W and 38.9N, the third row 108.6E and
22.2N, and the fourth row 103.3E and 33.0N.

Table 6. Assessment of the detection results by different methods in VNIR bands.

Method Evaluation Metrics Vegetation Mountain Water City Desert Snow/Ice Entire Test Set

The spectral
threshold
method

Precision% 96.71 95.94 97.09 94.68 85.86 78.72 92.36
Recall% 94.94 96.42 92.71 93.37 89.30 81.99 89.37
FPR% 4.84 5.75 4.63 6.82 12.03 20.05 9.03
OA% 95.03 95.52 93.71 93.29 88.57 80.92 90.09

Deeplab-V3+

Precision% 97.95 97.78 97.32 96.37 92.61 89.81 96.07
Recall% 98.41 97.98 95.56 96.23 95.08 93.13 96.23
FPR% 3.09 3.13 4.39 4.71 6.21 9.56 4.81
OA% 97.81 97.52 95.58 95.82 94.37 91.72 95.76

The
proposed
method

Precision% 98.68 98.78 97.45 96.89 93.97 91.35 97.17
Recall% 98.50 98.81 96.99 97.22 95.75 93.74 97.35
FPR% 1.98 1.72 4.23 4.05 5.12 8.03 3.47
OA% 98.31 98.59 96.53 96.67 95.27 92.81 96.98
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To evaluate the detection results of the spectral threshold method, Deeplab-V3+ and
the proposed method, the precision, recall, FPR, and OA of the three methods are compared
and presented in Table 6.

From the results in Table 6, it can be seen that the proposed method is superior to the
spectral threshold method and Deeplab-V3+ in precision, recall, FPR, and OA. The PR and
ROC curves of the three methods are displayed in Figure 11. In the test set, the precision
value of the proposed method is the highest, indicating that the proportion of real cloud
pixels in cloud pixels detected by the proposed method is the highest. The recall value of
the proposed method is the highest, indicating that the correct cloud pixels detected by the
proposed method account for the highest proportion of all real pixels. The FPR value of
the proposed method is the lowest, indicating that pixels of the ground that are judged
as cloud by the proposed method are the least. The OA value of the proposed method is
the highest, indicating that all correctly detected pixels account for the highest proportion
in the total pixels. In Table 6, the higher the values of recall, precision, and OA, the better
the detection results; the smaller the value of FPR, the fewer the commission errors. In the
PR curve in Figure 11, the closer the curve is to the upper right, the higher the detection
accuracy of cloud area; in the ROC curve, the closer the curve is to the upper left, the more
the cloud is detected, the less the commission errors, and the higher the detection accuracy.
According to the visual assessment of analysts, the OA value of 95% can be considered as a
successful implementation of cloud detection.

Figure 11. Comparison curves of different methods. (a) PR curve; (b) ROC curve.

4. Discussion
4.1. The Effectiveness of the Convolutional Network

Compared with other neural network structures, the CNN architecture is more suitable
for processing images, because its input and hidden layer structure consists of three-
dimensional (width, height, and depth) neuron layers that are well-adapted to multichannel
image data processing. At the same time, the neurons in each layer are only connected to a
small area of the layer before convolution by means of weight sharing, reducing the number
of parameters and enlarging the possibility of DCNN to process large image data. In the
CNN, the convolution operation is mainly used to extract features [56]. Compared with
traditional image segmentation methods, DL methods based on CNN can obtain high-level
semantic features such as texture and scene. Finally, each pixel in the image is assigned
a category to form the desired segmentation result. During the actual cloud-detection
tasks, the DCNN learns the clouded and nonclouded areas in the input images in advance
according to the ground truth, achieving its robustness to complex cloud conditions.
DCNN is conducive to extracting deep semantic features, improving the distinguishability
of features similar to cloud in the underlying surface, realizing classification of each pixel
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in the input image. Finally, a segmentation mask with the same size as the input image is
obtained and accurate segmentation of the cloud area is achieved.

4.2. The Effectiveness of the Folding–Unfolding Operation

Playing a vital role in DCNN, the pooling layer reduces the resolution of feature
maps [57] to obtain high-level features. However, every time the feature image is pooled,
part of the information in the image, especially the local detailed information, will be lost,
impeding the creation of accurate cloud masks. As shown in Figure 12, compared with
the ground truth, the edges of cloud regions detected by traditional DL are not accurate
enough. In contrast, the folding layer could conduct downsampling on the feature maps
without information lapse. The new feature map generated by extracted information
is placed under the layer—that is, the single-layer planar feature map is converted into
corresponding spatial four-layer feature map, retaining the local detailed information and
laying the foundation for information recovery in the decoding stage. It should be noted
that after each folding, the number of layers of the feature image will be four times as many
as in the original layer, thus the number of convolutional kernels should be adjusted. In the
decoding stage, the upsampling operation is replaced by the unfolding layer. The existing
upsampling techniques generally estimate the filled pixels and calculate the corresponding
information, instead of filling with existing real pixels. Taking another way to achieve
upsampling, the unfolding layer gradually recovers the feature map to the size of the input
image. Every time the recovery is achieved, the adjacent four-layer feature maps form
a new feature map the length and width of which are twice the previous one according
to specific rules. The new feature map is a combination of existing feature maps, and
calculation and estimation are excluded. Therefore, the feature map generated by the
unfolding layer will contain more real information, facilitating the recovery of the details
of the feature maps in the decoding stage. It should be noted that after each unfolding, the
number of layers of the feature image will become a quarter of the original layer, thus the
number of convolutional kernels should be adjusted.

Figure 12. The cloud-detection result of traditional DL. (a) The original RGB image; (b) the ground
truth; (c) the result of traditional DL. The coordinates of (a) are 118.4E and 42.2N.

4.3. Error Sources of the Proposed Method

It can be concluded from the previous experiments that the proposed method records
favorable cloud-detection results. Yet omission errors and commission errors may occur.
Depending on the altitude of the sun and the shooting angle of the satellite, the shadow
of some clouds may be cast on another part of the cloud, causing the missing detection
(omission errors) of the cloud in the shadow. One reason for the omission errors is that the
cloud obscured by the shadow shows a big difference from the normal cloud, resembling
a noncloud area. The second reason is that cloud-area labeling is rather difficult in this
case, and the accuracy of labeling is vulnerable to subjective factors, thus images should
be marked by the same interpreter to reduce subjective errors. The ground truths are
evaluated by different analysts. The margin of error is 6.3%. At the same time, it should be
noted that cloud shadows on the ground will also weaken the spatial information of the
ground, reducing image usability. Large-area highly reflective objects, such as ice and snow,
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can easily cause false detection (commission errors), because large-area highly reflective
objects and the cloud are easily to be confused. To solve this problem, the depth of the
model should be enlarged through hardware supports. In Figure 13, green ellipses in
images mark omission errors, and red ellipses mark commission errors.

Figure 13. Examples of commission errors and omission errors. (a) Image of scene I; (b) cloud-
detection result of scene I; (c) image of scene II; (d) cloud-detection result of scene II. The coordinates
of (a) are 89.3E and 31.4N; (c) 103.0E and 35.2N.

4.4. Influencing Factors of the Proposed Method

Since the proposed method is data-driven, the quality of the data directly affects
the segmentation performance. An important factor that affects the segmentation results
of our proposed method is image annotation. It should be emphasized that the ground
truths for training, verification, and testing are obtained through manual interpretation
and digitization of satellite images [53]. Therefore, the ground truths presented in this
research are vulnerable to human analysts—that is, they are not absolute basic facts. In
particular, the edge of cloud is usually obscure, as the boundary between cloud and ground
is an obscure transition zone, thus relevant interpretation and depiction are not absolutely
objective. Another factor that affects the proposed method is the quality of remote-sensing
images. During data screening, the quality of images should be controlled strictly; for
example, remote-sensing images with false shadows, missing bands, or overexposure
cannot be selected. Since the training samples used in this study are limited, they may not
be representative of all the types of cloud and ground. As it is not clear whether the trained
model is adaptable to all the land observation satellite data, more training data regarding
varying cloud and ground should be collected for verification.

4.5. Research and Application of the Proposed Method in the Future

The application of the proposed method to large-area bright surface objects (ice,
snow) needs further research and improvement; for example, the number of ice and snow
images could be increased in the training set, and geographic information processing
functions could be added to the algorithm. As the satellite hardware technology proceeds,
the onboard processing platform and communication among satellites will be improved.
The satellite-borne cloud-detection technology could provide necessary cloud condition
information for satellite groups, improving the efficiency of satellite group shooting, and
reducing data transmission pressure. In the future, the proposed method will be further
refined and simplified to prepare for the realization of accurate satellite-borne cloud-
detection technology.

5. Conclusions

Since the multispectral images collected by the GF-1 satellite have only four spectral
bands: blue, green, red, and NIR, the limitation of the number of spectral bands makes
cloud detection a rather challenging problem. Generally speaking, traditional rule-based
cloud-detection methods perform well in low- and medium-resolution images, because
these images usually bear relatively rich spectral information. However, as the image
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spatial resolution increases and the available spectral bands reduce, coupled with the
complexity of image information, it is difficult to accurately describe the target features,
leading to decline of cloud-detection accuracy. This study thus proposes the SFRS-Net, a
DCNN based on an encoder–decoder structure, in which the information of remote-sensing
image features is extracted by the encoder (as the network deepens, overall and deep-level
features can be extracted), and the local details are recovered by the decoder according to
deep-level information, achieving pixel level segmentation. The above experiments show
that this study only adopts the VNIR spectrum. Since satellites are designed for different
purposes, not all the satellites are endowed with the same multispectral capabilities as
the Landsat8 satellite; therefore, this study is of particular significance for satellites with
limited spectral bands, especially low-cost nanosatellites.

This study presents folding layers and unfolding layers, in which the folding layer
is used in the encoder part to replace the pooling layer for down-sampling. Unlike the
pooling layer, the folding layer avoids local detail loss and saves information in a suitable
way, laying foundation for the decoder to recover local details. Aiming to recover image
details, the unfolding layer is used in the decoder part to replace the traditional upsampling
operation. The folding layer and unfolding layer frequently appear in pairs, enhancing
the network’s cloud area segmentation accuracy. The value of OA indicates the overall
accuracy of the cloud-detection result. On the test set, the OA value of the proposed
method is 6.89% higher than that of the spectral threshold method, and 1.12% higher than
deeplabv3+, reaching 96.98%. Accurate cloud detection is achieved.

Cloud shadows weaken the ground information and reduce the availability of remote-
sensing images, thus future study should also deal with cloud shadow detection. Besides,
the structure of the proposed method should be further explored, such as the introduction
method of geographic information and the improvement of computational efficiency, to
optimize its performance and generalization ability.
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